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Abstract

In this paper, we consider the unequal distribution of climate change damages in the

world and we examine how the cost of global pollution can spread from a vulnerable to a non-

vulnerable country through international trade. We treat this topic in a North-South trade

overlapping generations model in which South is vulnerable to the damages entailed by global

pollution while North is not. We show that the impact of climate change in South can be a

source of welfare loss for northern consumers, in both the short and the long run. In the long

run, an increase in the South vulnerability can reduce the welfare in the North economy even

in the case in which it improves its terms of trade. In the short run, the South vulnerability

can also represent a source of intergenerational inequity in North. Therefore, we emphasize

that there are strong economic incentives for non-vulnerable - and a fortiori less-vulnerable -

economies to reduce the climate change damages on - more - vulnerable countries.

JEL Classification: F18; F43; O41; Q56
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1 Introduction

The global pollution and especially the stock of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere (hereafter

GHG, e.g. carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide or ozone) may have considerable consequences

for the economy. Indeed, the substantial amounts of GHG in the atmosphere are responsible for
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a global climate change which consists in an increase in temperature but also in an increasing

occurrence of extreme events (IPCC , 2014). A report of the United Nations Environment Pro-

gram and the World Trade Organization recalls that the consequences from climate change are

expected to become more widespread but also to intensify and that “even with small increases in

average temperature, the type, frequency and intensity of extreme weather - such as hurricanes,

typhoons, floods, droughts, and storms - are projected to increase" (WHO-UNEP , 2009, p viii).

This kind of events entails production losses whose intensity differs between countries. A large

number of studies highlight the higher vulnerability of developing countries to climate change

(see e.g. IPCC , 2014). The main reasons identified stem from their low incomes that constrain

their ability to adapt to such a weather change but also from geographical causes. In this sense,

Stern (2006) points out that “climate change will have a disproportionately damaging impact

on developing countries due, in part at least, to their location in low latitudes, the amount and

variability of rainfall they receive, and the fact that they are ‘already too hot’ (see Mendelsohn et

al. , 2006)".

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) underlines the

overriding need that less vulnerable countries assist vulnerable countries in adapting to the ad-

verse effects of climate change in order to address equity and solidarity issues.1 However, while

adaptation assistance is mainly motivated by fairness claims, its potential economic benefits for

the contributor could also be a powerful argument (see Schenker and Stephan , 2014). Even

if some countries are relatively preserved from the direct consequences of climate change, the

economic cost of global pollution may be transmitted across regions through international trade.

For example, Schenker (2013) identifies that terms of trade effects will be responsible for 16.4%

of the total expected cost of climate change in the United States for 2100. A study of Jones and

Olken (2010) also shows that exports of developed countries reduce with average temperature

in vulnerable countries. Consequently, it appears that a country that is less vulnerable to global

warming may have a higher-than-anticipated economic interest in fighting against climate change

and in providing adaptation and mitigation assistance in developing-vulnerable - countries. Yet,

what are the mechanisms through which pollution costs could be transmitted in an international

trade context and what factors affect these mechanisms in the short and the long run, remain

open and crucial questions. That is why this paper aims at providing answers to these questions.
1For example, the Adaptation Fund that aims at supporting adaptation was established in 2001 at the 7th

Conference of the Parties to the UNFCCC for this purpose.
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There is an extensive literature on trade and the environment, many of which attempts to

explain the specialization of countries in green or polluting activities (see Copeland and Taylor ,

2004 for a literature review). For example, the so-called, but discussed, pollution haven hypothe-

sis states that differences in the stringency of environmental regulation between countries are the

main driver for trade in dirty goods - by providing a comparative advantage in the polluting pro-

duction to developing economies.2 In addition to pollution regulation, trade theory widely points

out the role of factor endowments or technology differences in explaining trade flows. However,

so far, little attention has been given to disparities in terms of vulnerability to environmental

damages while it could affect the specialization of countries. An exception is the contribution

of Ollivier (2016), in which the heterogeneous impact of pollution on agents’ welfare is taken

into account in a static model. Focusing on the determinants of comparative advantage, the

author emphasizes that North, whose welfare is less sensitive to damage, can have a comparative

advantage in the dirty production. Such a result implies that climate change affects the economy

directly through damages but also indirectly by modifying its specialization, which is supported

by recent empirical analyses, as e.g. Costinot et al. (2016) who find that the ill effect of climate

change is damped when production adjustments caused by the evolution of comparative advan-

tages are taken into account. Our general setting accounts for unequal climate change damages

and the possible modifications in specialization they entail, but we go further by studying also

how these damages affect consumers’ welfare across time, in both the short and the long run.

For that, we use a dynamic general equilibrium model with an overlapping generations frame-

work, which enables us to examine the consequences of environmental damages on countries’

terms of trade, on their capital accumulation and then on their consumers’ welfare in the short

and the long run. It also allows to analyze intergenerational equity issues associated to global

pollution in the presence of international trade. The literature on overlapping generations and

pollution has underlined that the economy may be characterized by non-monotonic dynamics

under some conditions, illustrating welfare variations across generations (see Seegmuller and Ver-

chère , 2004, Schumacher and Zou , 2008 and Varvarigos , 2011). As such dynamics entails

intergenerational inequity and has therefore important welfare implications, we pay particular

attention to the transitional dynamics of the economy towards its long-run equilibrium. We for-

malize two countries, North and South that can trade two goods - a green good and a brown

good whose production generates pollution emissions. The stock of pollution, which evolves over
2See e.g. Levinson and Taylor (2008) for a discussion on the pollution haven hypothesis validity.
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time with economic activities, is responsible for damages unequally distributed around the world.

There is a risk - increasing with the pollution stock - that extreme events destroy a share of the

production, which is larger for South.

With this model, we obtain that the interactions between pollution and economic activities

provide new insights regarding the specialization of countries. More precisely, when climate

change generates damages in the developing economy, the specialization pattern existing in the

short run is not necessarily observed in the long run, since pollution and capital stock are time-

varying. There is an intertemporal adjustment to climate change that operates through savings

and that translates into a fall in capital accumulation. When the vulnerability of South is

sufficiently high, the capital scarcity of South relative to North is reinforced and this leads North

to specialize in polluting-capital intensive-activities. Moreover, such scenario emerges even when

North is relatively more productive in the non-polluting sector.

Then, we find that pollution damage occurring in South affects the long-term welfare of

consumers in the - non vulnerable - North through multiple effects, which have not been fully

captured by the existing literature. In the long run, the economic damages caused by climate

change are being felt in North because of their effects on the terms of trade and on the capital

accumulation. A fall in adaptation capacity of South leads to a decline in the North’s capital

stock and to terms of trade adjustment. These two combined effects can act in opposite direction

depending on North’s specialization and North’s capital accumulation. Nevertheless, as long as

agent is sufficiently patient, the decline in capital stock entailed welfare costs and North suffers

from the higher economic pollution damages aboard even if it improves its terms of trade.

Given the dynamic properties of our model, agents’ welfare evolves across time until the

economy converges to its long-term state. We show that, given that the initial level of pollution

is not too important, the dynamics path is first characterized by an upward trend in both North’s

capital stock and pollution. This illustrates a continuous improvement in northern consumers’

welfare that is no halted by the increasing damage in South. Nonetheless, when the stock of

pollution gets too high, the dynamics path is characterized by an increasing level of pollution

that goes with a decline in the North’s capital stock. Such dynamics reveals that the welfare of

successive generations of North’s agents improves for some periods but, then, it could declines

constantly over time because of the damage that pollution creates in the South economy. Such a

situation characterizes intergenerational inequity as the younger generation is worse off than its

parents.
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Our results confirm the importance for developed economies to implement actions aiming at

cutting back their global greenhouse gas emissions, but also emissions coming from aboard, as

soon as possible. Moreover, we provide new incentives for the less vulnerable country to help

the vulnerable one adapt to climate change. Such actions could take the form of technological

transfers or financial supports to increase the capacity for climate change adaptation in South.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the theoretical model. Section 3

focuses on the equilibrium in the world economy with free trade, while the welfare implications of

environmental damage is examined in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss the policy implications

of our results. Finally, Section 6 concludes and technical details are relegated to an appendix.

2 The model

Consider an infinite-horizon world economy comprised of finitely-lived individuals and perfectly

competitive firms. Time is discrete and indexed by t = 0, 1, 2, ...,∞. The world economy consists

of two large (industrialized) countries, North and South referred to N and S, respectively. We

assume a dynamic Ricardian framework in which the two countries differ only with respect to

their total factor productivity (TFP) in each sector and their vulnerability to climate change.

They are identical in terms of labor endowment, technologies and preferences.

2.1 Production and Pollution

In each competitive economy i ∈ {N,S} there are two sectors j ∈ {b, g}, one representative firm

by sector and each firm produces one tradable good by using capital and labor resources at each

date. The two goods consist in an investment good (physical capital) Y i
b,t and a consumption good

Y i
g,t. To capture differences in pollution intensity across sectors, we assume that production of the

investment good is brown as it generates a pollution flow while production of the consumption

good is green as it does not pollute at all. The stock of labor is normalized to one and given

by Lit = Lib,t + Lig,t = 1, and the capital stock is given by Ki
t = Ki

b,t + Ki
g,t. The two goods are

assumed to be produced with a Cobb-Douglas technology in each country:

Y i
j,t = Aij(Ki

j,t)αj (Lij,t)1−αj (1)

where 0 < αj < 1 is the distribution parameter for factors in each sector j. In accordance with

recent empirical contributions that highlight the importance of relative sectoral productivity to
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explain trade flows and specialization (e.g. Fadinger and Fleiss , 2011 and Kerr , 2017), we

consider the role of cross-country differences in sectoral TFP Aij as a motive for international

trade in this paper.3

Regarding pollution intensity, it is found empirically that more physical capital intensive

sectors generate more pollution than those relying more heavily on labor, both in developing and

developed economies, partly because of their larger consumption in terms of energy (see e.g. Cole

and Elliott , 2005 ; Cole et al. , 2008 ; Managi et al. , 2009 ; Broner et al. , 2012). We therefore

assume that the brown manufactured sector is the most physical capital intensive sector.

Assumption 1. αb > αg.

The flow of pollution emissions in each country i is a by-product of its production of the

investment good Yb,t.

Eit = θY i
b,t (2)

with θ > 0 an exogenous parameter, identical in each country, that controls the size of the carbon

intensity. All national or international efforts to decouple economic activity from the carbon

emissions tend to decrease this factor.

The global stock of pollution, representing the stock of GHG in the atmosphere, increases with

the emission flows of each country and partly leaves the atmosphere through a natural process in

a share η.

Gt+1 = (1− η)Gt + ENt + ESt (3)

As Golosov et al. (2014) and Dietz and Stern (2015), we consider that damages due to the

level of GHG reduce the aggregate output. More precisely, at each period, this stock of pollution

causes a damage that destroys a part 1 − Ψi(Gt) of production in each sector. We define the

undamaged part of production Ψi(Gt) as follows.

Ψi(Gt) = 1
1 + γiG2

t

(4)

where γi > 0 captures the vulnerability of country i to global pollution. Note that when γi tends

to 0, Ψi(Gt) tends to 1, meaning that there is no production damages, meanwhile when γi tends

to +∞, Ψi(Gt) tends to 0, meaning that all production is damaged.

Empirical studies emphasize that developing countries are much more vulnerable to climate
3We do not consider regulation differences and hence leave aside the Pollution Haven Hypothesis issue.
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change than developed countries because of differences in terms of ability to adapt but also of

geographical reasons (see e.g. Mendelsohn et al. , 2006 ; Stern , 2006 or IPCC , 2014). In order to

take into account this significant difference in terms of vulnerability in a simple way and to focus

on how climate change affects North through trade, we assume that South is the only region that

suffers from damages due to climate change in this model, and therefore that there is no damage

in North (i.e. γN = 0). Then, in the remainder of the paper, we assume the following.4

Assumption 2. γN = 0 and γS = γ > 0.

In country i, the representative firm of each sector j chooses inputs by maximizing its profit

Πi
j at each period t. Assuming perfect factor mobility between sectors, the latter are given by

the following equation.

Πi
j = pij,tΨi(Gt)Y i

j,t −RitKi
j,t − witLij,t (5)

where pij,t denotes the price of good j in country i, and wit and and Rit respectively denote the

wage and rental rate of physical capital in country i. With competitive factor markets, workers

and capital owners are paid their marginal value products by the industry in which they are

employed. With kij,t ≡ Ki
j,t/L

i
j,t representing the physical capital intensity of sector j, we derive

the following factor prices.

Rit = Ψi(Gt)Aijαj(kij,t)αj−1pij,t ; wit = Ψi(Gt)Aij(1− αj)(kij,t)αjpij,t. (6)

We let the manufactured good be the numeraire and normalize its price to 1 such that pig,t is the

price of green good as well as the relative price of green good in terms of brown. Solving the

associated first-order conditions (6) with perfect mobility of factors between sectors, we obtain

the optimal demand function for physical capital intensity used in each sector.

kig,t
kib,t

= (1− αb)αg
(1− αg)αb

(7)

Then, we deduce from two previous equations that the relative price of the green good pig,t is

pig,t =
(
Ab
Ag

)(kib,t
Λb

)αb−αg
(8)

4We could consider the case where 0 < γN < γS but it would make the analysis much more complex without
changing the results.
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with

Λb =
(
αg
αb

) αg
αb−αg

(
1−αg
1−αb

) 1−αg
αb−αg

Using this last expression, equation (7) and the full-employment conditions for factors yield to

Ki
t = kib,tL

i
b,t + kig,tL

i
g,t, we can express the labor used in the green sector Lig,t and in the brown

sector Lib,t respectively as:

Lig,t =
(1− αg)αb(kib,t −Ki

t)
kib,t(αb − αg)

, Lib,t =
αb(1− αg)Ki

t − kib,tαg(1− αb)
kib,t(αb − αg)

. (9)

2.2 Households

We consider an overlapping generations economy. At each date t, a new generation of identical

agents is born. We assume no population growth and we normalize to 1 the population size

of each generation. Households in each country live for two periods - youth and old age. A

representative agent born in period t cares about her/his consumption when young and old (cit
and dit+1, respectively). Her/his preferences are described by the following utility function:

U
(
cit, d

i
t+1

)
= ln cit + β ln dit+1 (10)

where β ∈ (0, 1] denotes the individual preference rate for the future.

When young, agent supplied inelastically one unit of labor remunerated at wage wit. She/he

allocates her/his income in consumption cit and in savings sit. When old, agent is retired and use

entirely the return on her/his savings Rit+1s
i
t to consume dit+1.5 Therefore, the representative

agent solves the following dynamic program:

max
cit,d

i
t+1,s

i
t

{
ln cit + β ln dit+1 | pig,tcit + sit = wit, p

i
g,t+1d

i
t+1 = sitR

i
t+1

}
(11)

Solving the first-order conditions gives the standard agent’s optimal choices:

sit = β

1 + β
wit, pig,tc

i
t = 1

1 + β
wit, pig,t+1d

i
t+1 = β

1 + β
Rit+1w

i
t (12)

5We could consider the case where consumption is a composite of brown and green consumptions. It would
imply to assume that the brown sector produces a composite good used to save and to consume. However, it
would make the analysis much more complex without changing the results (as long as the elasticity of substitution
between brown and green consumption goods is one).
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3 World economy with free trade

How does international trade spread the cost of global pollution across countries? To answer this

question we consider a world economy in which there is free trade in the brown and the green

goods, while production factors, labor and capital, are immobile across countries. In other words,

we assume that new units of capital are tradable, as the good used to invest in physical capital

is free to move, but that the existing stock of capital is not.6

In the following section, we first present the competitive equilibrium and we second examine

the pattern of specialization and its consequences for the economy.

3.1 Equilibrium and trade structure

As previously mentioned, the world economy is composed of two countries that differ in terms

of sectoral TFP and are unequal as regards the negative consequences of climate change. Under

free trade in the output of the green and of the brown sectors, the relative price of the green good

in terms of the brown good at each t is common to North and South and denoted pWg,t. We define

an intertemporal diversified equilibrium as:

Definition 1. Given the initial conditions Ki
t=0 and Gt=0 given7, a perfect-foresight diversified

competitive equilibrium is the sequence
{
Ki
t , Gt

}∞
t=0 such that for all t > 0:

ic Factor prices are given by (6) and are identical in both sectors;

iic Households are at their optimum: The first-order conditions given by (12) are satisfied;

iiic The physical capital accumulation equation is given by Ki
t+1 = sit;

ivc Equation (2) gives the equilibrium value of the pollution flow;

vc The market clearing condition for the manufactured good is given by Y N
b,t+ΨS(Gt)Y S

b,t = sNt +sSt ;

vic The equilibrium is diversified in each country Lij,t ∈ (0, 1).

From the production functions defined by (1) and the optimal choices of consumers (12), the

equilibrium condition on the brown good market (vc in Definition 1) can be rewritten as follows:

ANb L
N
b,t(kNb,t)αb +ASb L

S
b,t(kSb,t)αbΨS(Gt) = β

1 + β

(
wNt + wSt

)
(13)

6Following Yenokyan et al. (2014), it means that once the investment has been put in place, the resulting stock
is not mobile. Note that this is the standard specification in the dynamic trade model with two tradable goods,
since Oniki and Uzawa (1965).

7Initial conditions on Ki
t=0 and Gt=0 imply that pWg,t=0 is given.
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From (6) and (8), it results that the dynamics in the world economy is driven by the evolutions

of the world relative price pWg,t and of the global stock of GHG Gt common to both countries. The

dynamics of these two variables drives the dynamic behavior of the two trading economies.

Lemma 1. The dynamics of the world diversified economy is driven by the following equations:

(
(pWg,t)αb
pWg,t+1

) 1
αb−αg =

βαb+αg
βαb(1−αg)

(
1+(B)

αg
αb−αg ( 1

T )
αb

αb−αg ΨS(Gt)
)

x

(
1+( 1

B )
1−2αg
αb−αg (T )

1−2αb
αb−αg ΨS(Gt)2

) (14)

Gt+1 = (1− η)Gt +
(
ANb

) 1
1−αb (pWg,t)

αb
αb−αg x

αb
αb−1 θLNb,t + Λαbb (pWg,t)

αb
αb−αgASb

(
ASg
AS
b

) αb
αb−αg

θLSb,t

(15)

with T ≡ ANg
ASg

, B ≡ ANb
AS
b

, x ≡ ANb
(
ANb
ANg

) 1−αb
αb−αg Λαb−1

b and

LNb,t+1 = (1−αb)
(αb−αg)

[
−αg + αbβ

1+β (1− αg)x
(

(pWg,t)αb
pWg,t+1

) 1
αb−αg

]
≡ LNb (T,Gt)

LSb,t+1 = (1−αb)
(αb−αg)

[
−αg + αbβ

1+β (1− αg)x
(
T 1−αb
B1−αg

) 1
αb−αg

(
(pWg,t)αb
pWg,t+1

) 1
αb−αg ΨS(Gt)

]
≡ LSb (T,Gt)

(16)

with ∂LNb /∂T < 0 and ∂LSb /∂T > 0. Moreover, we have that ∂LSb /∂Gt < 0 and ∂LNb /∂Gt > 0

when 0 < LSb (T,Gt), LNb (T,Gt) < 1, and that limGt→∞ L
S
b (T,Gt) < 0 and limGt→∞ L

N
b (T,Gt) >

0.

Proof. See Appendix 7.1.

In this model, trade results from two forces. The first is the standard Ricardian force, such

that a country specializes in the sector in which it is relatively more productive. The second force

emerges from relative "endowments" of the factors of production, in a context in which the capital

stock is not endowed but rather is produced. Countries are identical as regard to (exogenous)

labor endowment, i.e. LN = LS = 1, but for all t > 0 they differ in their capital stock because

the TFP and the vulnerability to climate change affect the way physical capital is accumulated.

As a result, the two countries may specialize in either good and climate change can affect the

pattern of specialization.

From Lemma 1, we formulate an assumption that guarantees a diversified competitive equi-

librium in the absence of pollution costs and, without loss of generality, that the North economy
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has a comparative advantage in the green industry in the absence of pollution damage.

Assumption 3. Using (16), we define T i1 and T i2 as Lib(T i1, 0) = 0 and Lib(T i2, 0) = 1. We assume

T ∈ (T , T ) with T = B
1−αg
1−αb and T = min{TS2 , TN1 }.

Assumption 3 implies that differences in TFP are not too large so that both countries produce

both goods in the absence of damage. Selecting this particular situation allows to pay a particular

attention on the effects of pollution on the pattern of specialization of countries. For the rest of

the analysis, we will focus on equilibrium in which production remains diversified after pollution

damage, i.e Lij,t ∈ (0, 1).8 For this purpose, using Lemma 1, we defineG1 andG2 as LSb (T,G1) = 0

and LNb (T,G2) = 1, and consider the case in which:

Gt < Ω ;with Ω = min{G1, G2} (17)

In Assumption 3, T > T 9 ensures that in the absence of damage, the country relatively more

productive in the green sector is specialized in the production of this good, i.e. the Ricardian

law of comparative advantage holds. However, this is not automatic when North has a higher

productivity in both sectors, such that T and B are higher than one (absolute advantage in both

type of goods). In this case, in the absence of pollution, North accumulates more capital than

South, and has therefore an incentive to specialize in the capital (polluting) intensive production.

Thus, in order to ensure that this country has a comparative advantage in green industries, capital

intensity differences between the brown and the green sector has to be not too large ( αb − αg
low) compare with the relative TFP advantage in the green sector for North (T/B large).

As climate change generates production losses in the vulnerable country, such a phenomenon

can also modify the comparative advantage of countries by affecting their accumulation of physical

capital. To determine the pattern of trade in the presence of pollution costs, we examine the net

position of country as regard to its exports of the brown good . The net position is denoted by

eib,t and is given by the sign of Y i
b,tΨi(Gt) − sit. Equation (1) gives the domestic production of

brown good, Y i
b,t, and equation (12) gives its domestic demand, sit. Using (6), we derive that the

exports of brown good are:

Y i
b,tΨi(Gt)− sit = Ψi(Gt)ASb (kib,t)αb

(
Lib,t −

β(1− αb)
1 + β

)
8We leave aside the case in which one of the country is perfectly specialized. Note that considering the corner

case with perfect specialization does not change the results and just makes the analysis much more burdensome.
9This condition implies LSb (T, 0) > LNb (T, 0).
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Thus, from (14) and (16), we get:

eNb,t = −eSb,t =
[
(B)

1−αg
αb−αg − (T )

1−αb
αb−αg ΨS(Gt)

]
≡ eNb (Gt) (18)

Then the following holds:

Lemma 2. Under Assumptions 1-3 and Gt < Ω, there exists a critical level of pollution Γ ∈ (0,Ω)

such that eNb (Γ) = −eSb (Γ) = 0. When Gt < Γ, eNb,t < 0 and South is a net exporter of the brown

good. When Gt > Γ, eNb,t > 0 and North is a net exporter of the brown good.

Proof. From (16) and (18), eNb (Γ) = 0 implies LSb (T,Γ) = LNb (T,Γ). Under Assumption 3,

LNb (T, 0) < LSb (T, 0) and using the definition for Ω given by (17), we have LNb (T,Ω) > LSb (T,Ω).

Given the fact that ∂LSb /∂Gt < 0 and ∂LNb /∂Gt > 0 for Gt ∈ (0,Ω), we have Γ < Ω.

This lemma identifies a critical level of pollution under which we observe a reversal of com-

parative advantage, i.e. South becomes specialized in the non-polluting sector. When pollution

is sufficiently low (Gt < Γ), North has a comparative advantage in the non-polluting industries

while South has a comparative advantage in the polluting sector. The reverse situation is ob-

served when the stock of GHG is too important (Gt > Γ). The configuration in which South has

a comparative advantage in the non-polluting good (Gt > Γ) can be surprising. Nevertheless,

it only results from the fact that a too high level of pollution translates into a fall in wage that

reduces savings and hence accumulation of physical capital in South. Therefore, the bad capital

infrastructure in the vulnerable country prevents it to specialize in the production of a capital

intensive good.

3.2 Pattern of trade and specialization in the long run

Having identified the different patterns of trade, we examine in this section which one prevails in

the long run. Focusing on the long run, we have a full picture of the effects of South vulnerability.

At the steady state, the stock variables achieve a stationary level and the world relative price of

the green good is constant. Denoting Ḡ and p̄Wg the steady state level of pollution and the steady

state world relative price respectively, we get from Lemma 1:

Lemma 3. Under Assumptions 1-3, the steady state of the world economy is characterized by
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the following set of equations:

p̄Wg =
(
Ḡ
)αb−αg

αb

(
θ
η

(1−αb)
(αb−αg)(ANb )

1
1−αb

)−αb+αg
αb ×

(
(βαb+αg)E(Ḡ)

(1+β)

[
1 + Ψ(Ḡ)

(
B
T

) 1
αb−αg

]
− αg

[
1 +

(
Bαg

Tαb

) 1
αb−αg

])−αb+αg
αb

(19)

p̄Wg =
(

βαb + αg
xβαb(1− αg)

E(Ḡ)
)αb−αg

αb−1

(20)

Ḡ < Ω (21)

with

E(Ḡ) =
1 + Ψ(Ḡ)

(
Bαg

Tαb

) 1
αb−αg

1 + (Ψ(Ḡ))2
(

1
B

) 1−2αg
αb−αg (T )

1−2αb
αb−αg

(22)

From this Lemma, we study the existence and the unicity of a diversified steady state equi-

librium and derive the following result:

Proposition 1. Let

Ḡ ≡ G(γ) and Ω ≡ Ω(γ)

Under Assumptions 1-3, there exists a threshold γ̄ such that G(γ̄) = Ω(γ̄). For γ < γ̄, the world

economy achieves a steady state equilibrium in which both economies are diversified.

Proof. See Appendix 7.2

To perform our analysis, we pay a particular attention to how the South vulnerability γ affects

the world economy in the long run. To this aim, we have defined the steady state as a function

of the South vulnerability Ḡ = G(γ). The vulnerability to pollution has to be sufficiently low to

guarantee that both economies still produce both goods in the presence of pollution.

However, there is no reason for the pattern of trade that prevails along the steady state in the

presence of damage to be the same as without pollution cost. Countries specialization depends

on the stationary value of the undamaged part of production Ψ(Ḡ). As the South vulnerability

affects the damage indirectly through its impacts on the pollution stock G, the impact of γ on the

undamaged part of production Ψ(Ḡ) along the steady state is given by the following derivative:

∂Ψ(G(γ))
∂γ

= − (G(γ))2 Ψ(G(γ))
1 + γ (G(γ))2

(
εG/γ + 1/2

)
(23)
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Letting εG/γ = ∂G(γ)
∂γ

γ
G(γ) the elasticity of the stationary stock of pollution to South vulnerability,

we derive the following Proposition.

Proposition 2. Let Γ ≡ Γ(γ). Under Assumptions 1-3, γ < γ̄ and |εG/γ | < 1/2, there exists a

threshold γ̂ ∈ (0, γ̄) such that Ḡ(γ̂) = Γ(γ̂), and the following prevails:

• When γ < γ̂, the economy achieves a steady state equilibrium in which North is a net

exporter of the green good;

• When γ > γ̂, the economy achieves a steady state equilibrium in which North is a net

exporter of the brown good.

Proof. See Appendix 7.2

The elasticity of the stationary pollution stock Ḡ to the South vulnerability γ has to be

sufficiently low to ensure that an increase in vulnerability positively affects the damage in the

South economy along the steady state (∂Ψ(Ḡ)/∂γ < 0). Given this, we reveal that the magnitude

of natural disaster, captured by γ, alters the specialization of countries along the steady state.

An increase in γ acts as a negative productivity effect in the vulnerable country that trans-

lates into a fall in wage, reducing savings and hence the accumulation of physical capital. This is

disadvantaging for the polluting capital-intensive sector and, from the Rybzinsky theorem, causes

a fall in the world relative price of the green good (∂pWg /∂γ < 0). The decrease in the world

relative price favors the return of capital at the expense of labor, what implies a fall in savings and

hence in the North capital stock as well. This is a direct consequence of the Stolper-Samuelson

theorem: When the world relative price of good decreases, the return of the factor intensively

used to produce this good decreases, while the return of the other factors increases. From cap-

ital market equilibrium in each country and equation (8) along the steady state, we obtain the

relationship between the relative price of goods and the stock of capital in North and South:

KN = β

1 + β
(1−αb)ANb

(
p̄Wg A

N
g

ANb

) αb
αb−αg

Λαbb ; KS = β

1 + β
(1−αb)ASb Ψ(Ḡ)

(
p̄Wg A

S
g

ASb

) αb
αb−αg

Λαbb

From these expressions, we see that an increase in γ affects the North’s capital stock through its

effect on the relative price only, while the capital stock in the vulnerable country is also affected

through the direct productivity effect entailed by damages. As a result, the capital abundance

of North relative to South tends to increase when vulnerability is exacerbated. When γ is high

14



enough, i.e. γ > γ̂, the capital scarcity of South is so large that North specializes in the polluting

- capital intensive - sector. Even if South is relatively more productive in the polluting sector,

when environmental disasters is sufficiently important the factor "endowment" differences are

much stronger and become the main determinant of specialization. Pollution damage distorts

the allocation of resources in favor of the green sector in South. Free trade is a way to efficiently

allocate resources, nevertheless, in the presence of pollution costs, the allocation of resources

does not necessarily correspond to the intuitive situation in which countries are specialized in the

sector in which they have the highest relative productivity.

4 Welfare analysis

This section explores how the welfare of consumers in the non-vulnerable country, i.e. North,

may be affected by the situation in South. To this aim, we examine the lifetime utility of a

representative agent living in North. Our setting differs from the traditional static trade model

because it includes a capital accumulation process in both countries. Therefore, the welfare

arguments differ. Using the demand functions given by (12), the northern agents’ welfare -

indirect utility - is given by the following function:

V (wNt , RNt+1, p
W
g,t, p

W
g,t+1) = ln

(
1

1+β
wNt
pWg,t

)
+ β ln

(
β

1+β
RNt+1
pWg,t+1

wNt

)
. (24)

Due to the overlapping generations structure, welfare changes with the wage rate and the interest

rate, which directly depend on the evolution of the relative price of goods. Equation (24) can be

expressed as follows:

V (pWg,t, pWg,t+1) = C1 +
(
αg+αbβ
αb−αg

)
ln
(
pWg,t

)
− β

(
1−αg
αb−αg

)
ln
(
pWg,t+1

)
. (25)

with C1 a constant whose value is given in Appendix 7.4.

In the presence of international trade, all economic events that occur in a country will modify

the prices on international market. As a result, a damage that destroys a part of production

in South is transmitted to its trading partners through the modification in the world relative

price pWg it entails. The welfare in the North economy therefore evolves with the global stock

of pollution. In the following sections, we wonder what are the implications of pollution for the

northern consumers’ welfare in both the short and the long run.
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4.1 Short-run implications

Given the dynamics properties of our model, the pollution and the stock of capital evolve across

time until the economy converges to its long-term state where these stock variables become

constant. Examining the transitional path enables to provide intuition about the short-term

implications of pollution for North in the presence of international trade.

From equation (25), we see that the lifetime income of an agent born at time t depends

positively on the world relative price of good at time t and negatively on the world relative price

of good at time t + 1. This is because income during working period is driven by the return of

labor at time t, which increases with pWg,t, while income during the retirement period depends on

the return of capital at time t+1, which decreases with pWg,t+1. Using equation (14), we can define

the relative price at time t + 1 as a decreasing function of the pollution stock at time t because

the latter reduces the stock of capital in t+ 1. As a result, the lifetime income of an agent born

in t is an increasing function of the relative price of good and of the pollution stock. We can

rewrite the indirect utility function by using equation (14):

V (pWg,t, Gt) = C2 +
(
αg

1+αbβ
αb−αg

)
ln
(
pWg,t

)
+ β(1−αg)

αb−αg ln(E(Gt)) ; (26)

with C2 a constant whose value is given in Appendix 7.4 and

E(Gt) =

1 +
(
T
B

) 1
αb−αg

(
Bαg

Tαb Ψ(Gt)
)2

1 +
(
B
T

) 1
αb−αg

(
Bαg

Tαb

)
Ψ(Gt)


The magnitude of the positive effect of pollution depends on agent time preferences β. The less

patient agent are (β low) the lower the positive effect of pollution on agents’ welfare.

The dynamic behavior of the North economy and the dynamics of welfare is driven by the

transitional dynamics of the world relative price and of the pollution stock. From the dynamical

system presented in Lemma 1 and after defining the two loci GG ≡ {(pWg,t, Gt) : Gt+1 = Gt} and

PP ≡ {(pWg,t, Gt) : pWg,t+1 = pWg,t}, the transitional dynamics can be depicted in the following phase

diagram (see details in Appendix 7.3).

This global dynamics analysis emphasizes important implications as regards the evolution of

welfare across generations.

Proposition 3. Under Assumptions 1-3, let |εG/γ | < 1/2 and γ < γ̄. Then, there exists a set of
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Figure 1: Phase diagram with γ ∈ (0, γ̄)

initial conditions KN
0 , KS

0 and G0 such that the evolution of the relative price of good over time

is non monotonic. From this non-monotonicity the welfare of successive generations is falling

through time when β is sufficient low.

Proof. See Appendix 7.3

When the initial level of pollution is sufficiently low and that initial conditions on capital

stocks place the economy above the PP locus, the world relative price increases across time. This

upward trend is accompanied by an increasing level of pollution but the damages in South do not

break the continuous increase in the relative price of goods, due to the standard positive trend for

capital accumulation. As long as the transitional path follows this trend, the utility of successive

generations is increasing through times. When pollution does not create damage (γ = 0) this

trend continues until the economy converges toward its stationary state.10 Nevertheless, when

South is vulnerable (γ > 0) and that inital conditions on capital stocks place the economy

above the PP locus but over the long-term relative price, we can identify a critical point of

time where the stock of pollution becomes sufficiently important to reverse the dynamics in the

relative price of goods. From this time, two competing forces are changing welfare along the life

cycle. The decrease in the world relative price of goods reduces it while the increase in pollution

improves it. When agent is sufficiently patient (β high), the utility of successive generations is

still increasing along the transitional path even though environmental quality and the relative

price of goods are deteriorating. This is because a patient agent values highly its consumption
10In absence of pollution cost γ = 0, the PP locus is an horizontal line and the transitional dynamics is always

monotonous.
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during retirement period and hence the positive impact of environmental degradation on interest

rate is important for her/his welfare. Reversely, when agent is sufficiently impatient (β low),

the turning point identifies a limit from which the South vulnerability breaks the continuous

improvement of welfare in the North economy and the welfare of successive generations is falling.

The welfare of successive generations of northern agents improves for some periods but then it

can declines constantly over time because of the damage that pollution creates in the South

economy. Such a situation characterizes intergenerational inequity as the younger generation is

worse off than her/his parents. While the negative impact of pollution is not necessarily perceived

by the developed economy in the short-run, given the continuous improvement in welfare across

generations, it can emerge during the convergence path.

This result confirms the importance for the developed economies to implement actions aiming

at cutting back GHG as soon as possible, to avoid achieving a too high level of pollution which

will be damaging for everyone. Indeed, our result reveals that an economy preserved from the

direct negative consequences of climate change still exhibits a non-monotonic relationship between

welfare and pollution because of its commercial relationships with a vulnerable country.

4.2 Long-run implications

How does the South’s vulnerability to pollution affects the North’s welfare in the long run? In the

long run, the economy achieves a stationary state in which the global stock of GHG is stabilized

and the stock of capital is constant. At this long-term state, the lifetime utility of an agent is

constant and hence the welfare of present and all future generations will be identical. We analyze

in the subsection the impact of a permanent and unexpected increase in South’s vulnerability

γ on the welfare of a generation in the non-vulnerable economy, once the final steady state is

achieved. To this aim, we examine in particular if the North economy moves away or further to

the social optimum defined by the golden rule when the South’s vulnerability gets worse.

In order to derive the long-run welfare costs of a permanent increase in γ for North, we

evaluate the indirect utility function (25) at the initial steady state and we totally differentiate

the expression with respect to γ. Welfare effects of an increase in natural disaster in South are

given by (details are provided in Appendix 7.4):

sign dV N

dγ
=
(
KN − Y N

b

) ∂pWg
∂γ

+ KN (RN − 1)(1− αg)
αb − αg

∂pWg
∂γ

(27)
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The northern agents’ welfare changes with the world relative price of goods. In our study, we

identify two channels through which the world relative price of goods modifies the welfare in the

North economy in the long run. First, the terms of trade effect (ToT effect), captured by the first

term of equation (27). Second, the capital accumulation effect (K.accumulation effect), captured

by the second term of equation (27). The terms of trade effect depends on the net position of

country as regard its exports of dirty good. A net exporter suffers from an increase in the world

relative price of the green good while a net importer benefits from it. The analysis conducted in

previous sections has shown that above a critical level of damage the specialization of countries

changes, meaning that the terms of trade effect is modified.

Movements in the world relative price have another effect on welfare through its impact on

the capital stock. Expression (27) leads us to pay a particular attention to the capital stock

defined by the golden rule KN
GR, i.e. those that satisfies RN = 1, and to examine the efficiency

properties of the competitive equilibrium.11 With overlapping generations, an increase in capital

accumulation in the long run contributes positively to welfare only if there is dynamic efficiency,

while in the reverse case it would be damaging. Dynamic efficiency corresponds to situations

in which the saving rate of the country is sufficiently low so that agent under-invests in capital

compare to the golden rule; an increase in capital accumulation therefore enhances the welfare.

As a result, in a dynamic efficient world, welfare is damaging through the capital accumulation

channel when there is a decrease in the world relative price of green good. This is because such

a decrease reduces saving and reinforces the under-investment in physical capital compare with

the optimal allocation.

The movements in the world relative price that depend, in part, on the evolution of pollution,

exert thus two potentially competing effects on welfare. We first present the impact of South

vulnerability that goes through the two channels and we then examine the net effect. Focusing

on the terms of trade channel:

Proposition 4. Let define γ̂ ≡ γ̂(β). Under Assumptions 1-3, |εG/γ | < 1/2 and γ < γ̄, when

γ < γ̂(β) (resp. γ > γ̂(β)), the northern agents’ welfare decreases (resp. increases) through the

terms of trade channel when the South vulnerability γ goes up.

Proof. The world relative price of green good is decreasing in γ under Assumptions 1-3 and

for |εG/γ | < 1/2 and γ < γ̄. As a result, an increase in γ improves the terms of trade of the
11We focus on the golden rule, corresponding to the optimal solution defined by a social planner that treats all

generations equally (i.e. the social discount factor is equal to zero). In absence of population growth, the optimal
stationary capital ratio is such that the marginal product of capital is equal to one.
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country specialized in brown good while it reduces it those of the other country. From arguments

of Proposition 2, the results follow.

Then, focusing on the capital accumulation channel:

Proposition 5. Let KN
GR ≡ KN

GR(β) and KN ≡ KN (β, γ). Under Assumptions 1-3, |εG/γ | < 1/2

and γ < γ̄, there exists a threshold γ̃(β) such that KN (β, γ̃(β)) = KN
GR(β). When γ > γ̃(β) (resp.

γ < γ̃(β)), the welfare in the North economy decreases (resp. increases) through the capital

accumulation channel when the South vulnerability γ goes up.

Proof. See Appendix 7.5.

The condition γ > γ̃(β) implies that the stock of capital is lower than those of the golden

rule, thus there is under-accumulation of the capital stock. As the competitive stock of capital

in North, KN , is an decreasing function of γ, for γ > γ̃(β) an increase in the South vulnerability

reinforces this under-accumulation and entails welfare losses.

Corollary 1. Under Assumptions 1-3, |εG/γ | < 1/2 and γ < γ̄, there exists a threshold β̄

such that γ̃(β̄) = 0. When agents in the world economy are sufficiently impatient with β <

β̄, an increase in the South vulnerability always reduces the North’s welfare through the capital

accumulation channel.

Proof. Under Assumptions 1-3, |εG/γ | < 1/2 and γ < γ̄, the threshold γ̃(β) goes up with β

and γ̃(β) < 0. Thus, there exists a unique threshold β̄ with γ̃(β̄) = 0. When β < β̄, γ̃(β) < 0

and hence the condition to observe a positive effect through the capital accumulation channel,

γ < γ̃(β), never holds.

Figure 2 illustrates the results by plotting KN as a function of γ for β > β̄. This condition

implies that in the absence of damage, the North economy over-accumulates physical capital such

that both scenarios can emerge: An increase in pollution damage in South improves or reduces

welfare in North, depending on the initial vulnerability to pollution. In the case in which the

North economy under-accumulates physical capital in the absence of damage (β < β̄), an increase

in pollution damage always causes welfare to fall in North.
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Figure 2: Effect of an increase in γ on the North’s capital stock for γ < γ̄ and β > β̄.

To determine the net effect of South’s vulnerability on welfare in North, we express equation

(27) a function of the stationary world relative price pWg only:

V (pWg ) = C1 + ln
(
pWg

) (
αg(1+β)−β(1−αb)

αb−αg

)
. (28)

We clearly identify a condition on β that determines the global effect on welfare:

Proposition 6. Under Assumptions 1-3, let |εG/γ | < 1/2 and γ < γ̂ there exists a threshold

β̂ = αg/(1 − αb − αg) with γ̃(β̂) > 0. When β < β̂ (resp. β > β̂) the welfare of a generation in

the non-vulnerable economy, once the final steady state is achieved, decreases (resp. increases)

when the South vulnerability γ goes up.

Figure 3 summarizes the results presented in Propositions 4 to 6 and in Corollary 1.

When β = β̂, the welfare does not depend on γ because the terms of trade and the capital

accumulation effects exactly offset.

The previous analysis reveals that the negative impact of pollution in South does not neces-

sarily modify the upward trend in welfare in the short-run. Nevertheless, our long-term analysis

underlines that, once the final steady state is achieved, a permanent increase in the South vul-

nerability causes welfare of presents and all future generations to drop when agent is sufficiently

impatient (β < β̂). The short-run observations may be misleading and may lead policy maker to

neglect the long-term cost associated to pollution.
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A: Negative ToT and K.accumulation effects 
B1: Positive ToT effect < negative K.accumulation effect 
B2: Positive ToT effect  > negative K.accumulation effect 
C: Positive ToT and K.accumulation effects 
D1: Negative ToT effect < positive K.accumulation effect 
D2: Negative ToT effect > positive K.accumulation effect 
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Figure 3: Effect of an increase in γ on the North’s welfare for γ < γ̄.

5 Discussion on policy implications

We have underlined the negative impact of South’s vulnerability for a generation living in North

during its life cycle, once the final steady state is achieved. This result emphasizes that if South

takes appropriate action to prevent or minimize the damage causes by pollution, North would

benefit from it. As a result, North has an economic incentive to reduce pollution and to help

South to be more climate resilient. North’s action may take the form of contributions to climate

funds and programs or technological transfer like clean development mechanisms (CDM).12 We

do not formalize policy measures in our study but we can appreciate their potential benefit by

examining the impacts of a deacrese in γ and/or θ. A contribution to climate funds aims to finance

adaptation supports to reduce the vulnerability of South and hence modifies γ. An investment

in CDM aims to mitigate emissions aboard and hence modifies θ. Regardless the form of the

action, it would entail a cost for North, that would be readily accepted by the population if it is

more than compensated by benefits to make trade with a country less affected by environmental
12In a recent study, Ayong Le Kama and Pommeret (2016) emphasize the importance to devote money to CDM

in order to control emissions aboard and hence to reinforce the efficiency of adaptation measures implemented in
the domestic economy.
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damages.

Environmental policy measures commonly face strong opposition by citizens especially if their

benefits are not well perceived. As a result, one crucial challenge for countries and international

community is to reinforce people’s acceptability towards environmental policy. As long as costly

measures aiming at fighting against the adverse effects of climate change are discussed, ques-

tions about conflicts between agents living at different point of time emerge. Nevertheless, as

underlined by Karp and Rezai (2014), when looking at the acceptability of a policy, one crucial

conflict is those between different types of agents or generations alive when the policy is first

implemented. In this vein, Chiroleu-Assouline and Fodha (2005) examine intergenerational dis-

tributional aspects of environmental taxes and determine the conditions to have an environmental

reform which is welfare improving for the generations bearing it.

To provide some intuitions on this point, we examine the distributive effect of a fall in damage,

which could include a decrease in γ and/or θ, between consumption of young and old people at

the steady state. In this way, we focus on the potential benefit that an environmental policy

would entail. To this aim, we examine the following expressions corresponding to the welfare -

indirect utility - of the young and of the old that coexist along the steady state:

V y(pW ) = Cy ln(pWg ) ; V o(pWg ) = Co(αb + αg − 1) ln(pWg ) ; Cy > 0 ; Co > 0

We reveal that damage occurring in the vulnerable economy is always welfare damaging for young

people while this is not always the case for the elderly.

Proposition 7. Under Assumptions 1-3, let |εG/γ | < 1/2 and γ < γ̄. When the damage in South

decreases, the welfare of the young always increases while the welfare of the elderly decreases (resp.

increases) for αb + αg < 1 (resp. αb + αg > 1).

Proposition 7 gives intuitions about how the North’s population living at a given period of time

is affected by a fall of environmental damage in South. At a given period of time, a young and an

old generation coexist and we reveal that damage creates a potential conflict between these two

generations because they are not affected in the same way by the spillover effects of pollution.

Because the damage in South lowers the return of labor, it necessarily decreases the first period

utility of young agents in North. Young agents can benefit from the higher vulnerability in South

in the second period of their life, but as underlined in the previous Section, this second period

utility benefit does not necessarily compensate for the first period loss. In the absence of direct
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environmental cost in North, the elderly benefits from damage in South provide that capital

intensity is not too high (αb + αg < 1). Under this condition, they have no economic incentive

to accept and to contribute to the funding of environmental policy measures aiming at proving

assistance to South. Such measures may generate benefits into the future but these benefits would

occur beyond the lifespan of the elderly generations. These results underline the interest for public

authorities to communicate on both environmental justice and economic benefits associated to

climate policies, in order to improve citizen support.

6 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we consider the unequal distribution of climate change damages in the world and

we use a multi-sector dynamic general equilibrium model to discuss the transmission of their costs

from a vulnerable (South) country to a non-vulnerable (North) country in an international trade

context. We treat this issue in the short and in the long run.

Even in the absence of labor or capital mobility, we emphasize that the South vulnerability

can be a source of welfare losses in North. In the long run, the adaptation capacity of South to

climate change affects the welfare in the North economy through two channels: A terms of trade

channel and a capital accumulation channel. Whatever the impact of pollution on the terms of

trade, we obtain that when agents are sufficiently patient, North is always adversely affected by

the climate change damages on South. In the short run, global pollution can also represent a

source of intergenerational inequity in North.

Overall, the international community has become increasingly aware of the importance of

public interventions and international cooperation in preventing the welfare loss resulting from

climate change. Our analysis reinforces the idea that, in a world with free trade, there are strong

economic incentives for non-vulnerable - and a fortiori less-vulnerable - economies to provide

assistance to vulnerable countries.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Proof of Lemma 1

Using (6) and (13) we have

LNb,t +
(
ANb
AS
b

) αg
αb−αg

(
ASg
ANg

) αb
αb−αg Ψ(Gt)LSb,t = (1−αb)β

(1+β)

(
1 +

(
ANb
AS
b

) αg
αb−αg

(
ASg
ANg

) αb
αb−αg Ψ(Gt)

)
(29)

From the capital market equilibrium in each country and equation (8) we have:

kNb,t+1 =
(
pWg,t+1A

N
g

ANb

) 1
αb−αg

Λb, kSb,t+1 =
(
pWg,t+1A

S
g

ASb

) 1
αb−αg

Λb,

and

KN
t+1 = β

1 + β
(1−αb)ANb

(
pWg,tA

N
g

ANb

) αb
αb−αg

Λαbb ,K
S
t+1 = β

1 + β
(1−αb)ASb Ψ(Gt)

(
pWg,tA

S
g

ASb

) αb
αb−αg

Λαbb .

Combine these equations with (9), we obtain:

LNb,t+1 = (1− αb)
(αb − αg)

−αg + αbβ

1 + β
(1− αg)ANb

(
ANb
ANg

) 1−αb
αb−αg

(
(pWg,t)αb

pWg,t+1

) 1
αb−αg

Λαb−1
b



LSb,t+1 = (1− αb)
(αb − αg)

−αg + αbβ

1 + β
(1− αg)ASb

(
ASb
ASg

) 1−αb
αb−αg

(
(pWg,t)αb

pWg,t+1

) 1
αb−αg

Λαb−1
b Ψ(Gt)


The key variable that guarantees world general equilibrium with international trade is the

world relative price pWg,t. Equation (29) can be written as:

− (1+β)αg
βαb(1−αg) +ANb

(
ANb
ANg

) 1−αb
αb−αg

(
(pWg,t)αb
pWg,t+1

) 1
αb−αg Λαb−1

b

+
(
ANb
AS
b

) αg
αb−αg

(
ASg
ANg

) αb
αb−αg Ψ(Gt)

− (1+β)αg
βαb(1−αg) +ASb

(
ASb
ASg

) 1−αb
αb−αg

(
(pWg,t)αb
pWg,t+1

) 1
αb−αg Ψ(Gt)Λαb−1

b


= (αb−αg)

αb(1−αg)

(
1 +

(
ANb
AS
b

) αg
αb−αg

(
ASg
ANg

) αb
αb−αg Ψ(Gt)

)
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and after simplification:

ANb

(
ANb
ANg

) 1−αb
αb−αg

(
(pWg,t)αb
pWg,t+1

) 1
αb−αg Λαb−1

b

1 +
(
ASb
AN
b

) 1−2αg
αb−αg

(
ANg
ASg

) 1−2αb
αb−αg Ψ(Gt)2


= βαb+αg

βαb(1−αg)

(
1 +

(
ANb
AS
b

) αg
αb−αg

(
ASg
ANg

) αb
αb−αg Ψ(Gt)

)

Lemma follows.

7.2 Proof of Propositions 1 and 2

Existence and unicity of steady state

Combine equations (19) and (20) provided in Lemma 3, a steady state equilibrium has to satisfy



F1(G) ≡
(
Ḡ
)αb−αg

αb

(
θ
η

(1−αb)
(αb−αg)(ANb )

1
1−αb

)−αb+αg
αb ×

(
(βαb+αg)E(Ḡ)

(1+β)

[
1 + Ψ(Ḡ)

(
B
T

) 1
αb−αg

]
− αg

[
1 +

(
Bαg

Tαb

) 1
αb−αg

])−αb+αg
αb

=
(

βαb+αg
βαb(1−αg)E(Ḡ)

) αb
αb−1 ≡ F2(G)

G < Ω

The threshold Ω is given by Ω = min{G1, G2} with G1 and G2 such that LSb (T,G1) = 0 and

LNb (T,G2) = 1. The condition G < Ω thus guarantees that the equilibrium is diversified, i.e

0 < LNb , L
S
b < 1. Under Assumptions 1-3, the function F1(G) is positive and it is increasing and

then decreasing in G with ∂F1(Ω)/∂G > 0. F1(G) is thus increasing in (0,Ω) with F1(0) = 0.

Sign of the slope of function F2(G) is driven by:

E(Ḡ)−1 =
1 + (Ψ(Ḡ))2

(
1
B

) 1−2αg
αb−αg (T )

1−2αb
αb−αg

1 + Ψ(Ḡ)
(
Bαg

Tαb

) 1
αb−αg

Under Assumption 1-3, this term is decreasing in G when G < Ω. Thus, for G < Ω, F2(G) is

downward sloping with F2(0) > 0 and F2(Ω) > 0 and F1(G) is upward sloping with F1(0) = 0

and F1(Ω) > 0. The condition to have long-term diversified equilibrium is thus that

F1(Ω) > F2(Ω) (30)
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From (4), (16) and (17), an increase in γ causes Ω to fall and hence causes F1(Ω) to fall and

F2(Ω) to rise. When γ = 0, Ω tends to infinity with limΩ→∞F1(Ω) > limΩ→∞F2(Ω). When γ

tends to infinity, Ω is equal to zero with F1(0) < F2(0). As a result, there exists a threshold γ̄

such that when γ < γ̄ the condition given by (30) holds. In this case, there exists a unique steady

state: Ḡ ≡ Ḡ(γ) ∈ (0,Ω).

Pattern of specialization along the steady state

Using Lemma 2, the pattern of specialization along the steady state is the following: When

G(γ) < Γ, North is specialized in the green good and the South in the brown while the reverse is

observed when G(γ) > Γ. Using (18), the conditions can also be written as

a) When Ψ (G(γ)) > (B)
1−αg
αb−αg

(T )
1−αb
αb−αg

North is specialized in the green.

b) When Ψ (G(γ)) < (B)
1−αg
αb−αg

(T )
1−αb
αb−αg

North is specialized in the brown.

The pattern of specialization depends on how the undamaged part of production Ψ (G(γ)) re-

sponds to the South vulnerability γ. From (23) we have

∂Ψ(G(γ))
∂γ

= − (G(γ))2 Ψ(G(γ))
1 + γ (G(γ))2

(
εG/γ + 1

2

)

Thus, ∂Ψ(G(γ))
∂γ

> 0 when |εG/γ | < 1/2. For γ = 0, Ψ (G(γ)) = 0 and the scenario a is observed.

For γ = γ̄, under Assumption 3, North is perfectly specialized in brown good and the scenario

b is observed. As a result, when |εG/γ | < 1/2 there exists a threshold γ̂ ∈ (0, γ̄) such that

Ψ (G(γ̂)) = (B)
1−αg
αb−αg

(T )
1−αb
αb−αg

or, equivalently, G(γ̂) = Γ. Then, the proposition follows.
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7.3 Welfare Analysis: Short-term implications in the non-vulnerable economy

We describe the dynamics of this model by defining the two loci GG ≡ {(pWg,t, Gt) : Gt+1 = Gt}

and PP ≡ {(pWg,t, Gt) : pWg,t+1 = pWg,t}. Using Lemma 1, we have

GG locus : pWg = (G)
αb−αg
αb

(
θ
η

(1−αb)
(αb−αg)(ANb )

1
1−αb

)−αb+αg
αb ×

(
(βαb+αg)E(G)

(1+β)

[
1 + Ψ(G)

(
B
T

) 1
αb−αg

]
− αg

[
1 +

(
Bαg

Tαb

) 1
αb−αg

])−αb+αg
αb ≡ F1(G)

PP locus : pWg =
(

βαb+αg
βαb(1−αg)E(G)

) αb
αb−1 ≡ F2(G)

(31)

The functions F1(G) and F2(G) are already defined in Appendix 7.2 to derive the existence of

the steady state. The dynamics in the North economy can be depicted by a phase diagram whose

phase lines are given by GG and PP loci. Under Assumptions 1-3, the term E(G) is increasing

in G for G ∈ (0,Ω) meaning that PP locus is downward sloping. Using the results provided in

Appendix 7.2, GG locus is upward sloping for G ∈ (0,Ω). Thus, the dynamics can be depicted

by Figure 1.

Transitional path depends on initial conditions on pollution stock Gt=0 and on the price pwg,t=0.

This last one is given by initial conditions on North and South capital stocks KN
t=0 and KS

t=0,

and on pollution Gt=0. Indeed, from (8) and (9) we have Lib,t ≡ Lib(Ki
t , p

w
g,t). Replacing in the

equilibrium condition on the brown good market (13) and using (6) we have

ANb L
N
b (KN

t , p
w
g,t) +ASb L

S
b (KS

t , p
w
g,t)Ψ(Gt) = (1− αb)β

1 + β

(
ANb + Ψ(Gt)ASb

)

From this equality we have

pWg,0 = Θ(KN
0

+
,KS

0
+
, G0

+
)

with Θ(0,KS
0 , G0) > 0, Θ(KN

0 , 0, G0) > 0, Θ(0, 0, G0) = 0 and Θ(KN
0 ,K

S
0 , 0) > 0. Non mono-

tonicity as regards the dynamics of the pWg is observed if initial conditions on KS , KN and G are

such that the initial relative price pWg,0 is under the PP locus that prevails at the initial state but

above the PP locus that prevails along the steady state:

(
βαb + αg
βαb(1− αg)

E(Ḡ)
) αb
αb−1

≡ K < Θ(KN
0 ,K

S
0 , G0) <

(
βαb + αg
βαb(1− αg)

E(G0)
) αb
αb−1

≡ K(G0)
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In the absence of damage γ = 0 and we have K = K, the condition never holds. Under

Assumption 1-3 and γ < γ̄, E(G) is increasing in G. For all initial value on G such that

Gt=0 < Ḡ we thus have K < K(G0). Given the properties of function Θ(KN
0 ,K

S
0 , G0) presented

above, when Gt=0 < Ḡ there always exists a set of initial conditions on KN , KS that satisfies

the condition to observe non monotonicity.

7.4 Welfare Analysis: long-term implications in the non-vulnerable economy

Let ωN = wN/pNg , from (24) it follows that:

sign dV N =
[
dωN

dpNg
+ β

1 + β

ωN

RN
dRN

dpNg

]
dpNg

Using the fact that

dωNt /dpNgt = (pNgt)−1(dwNt /dpNgt − wNt /pNgt)

and
β

1 + β
wN = KN

we have

sign dV N =
[
KN

RN
dRN
dpNg
− wN

pNg
+ dwN

dpNg

]
dpNg (32)

In each country, the gross domestic product is equal to the total revenue of capital and workers:

[
yNb + yNg p

N
g

]
= wN +RNKN (33)

By differentiating this equation, we obtain:

yNg dpNg = dwN +KNdRN

dwN

dpNg
= yNg −

KNdRN

dpNg
(34)

Combine (33) and (34) we obtain:

dwN

dpNg
= wN +RNKN − yNb

pNg
− KNdRN

dpNg
(35)
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Moreover, differentiating factor price we have

dwN

dpNg
= αb
αb − αg

wN

pNg
; dRN

dpNg
= − 1− αb

αb − αg
RN

pNg
(36)

Using (35) and (36), the terms in bracket in equation (32) can be written as:

KN

RN
dRN

dpNg
− wN

pNg
+ wN +RNKN − yNb

pNg
− KNdRN

dpNg

After simplifications:
KN

RN
dRN

dpNg
(1−RN ) + RNKN − yNb

pNg

Thus, we finally obtain the indirect utility given by equation (27).

7.5 Proof of Proposition 5

The way pollution damage affects North along the steady state depends largely on its capital

accumulation. This one is driven by agent’s time preference β. To perform our analysis we thus

define the steady state value for pollution as Ḡ ≡ G(γ, β) and the threshold γ̂ ≡ γ̂(β). We have
∂G(γ,β)
∂β > 0. This result is derived by using functions F1 and F2, provided in Appendix 7.2, whose

intersection gives the steady state equilibrium G(γ, β). Following an increase in β, F1(G) shifts

downward while F2(G) shifts upward, meaning that the equilibrium value G(γ, β) increases. As

G(γ, β) is an increasing function of β, from (18), γ̂ goes down with β.

The golden rule is an allocation that satisfies RN = 1 which, using (6) along the steady state,

implies kNb =
(
ANb αb

) 1
1−αb . From the equilibrium on the capital market KN = sN and expression

of savings along the steady state we have

kNb =
(
KN (1 + β)
ANb β(1− αb)

) 1
αb

(37)

The stock of capital defined by the golden rule is thus

KN
GR =

(
ANb αb

) αb
1−αb

(
ANb β(1− αb)

1 + β

)
≡ KN

GR(β)
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From (8), (20) and (37), the competitive stock of capital is

KN = β

1 + β
(1− αb)

(
ANb

) 1
1−αb

(
βαb(1− αg)

(βαb + αg)E(G(γ, β))

) αb
1−αb

≡ KN (γ, β)

Under Assumption 1-3 and for γ < γ̄ and |εG/γ | < 1/2, E(G(γ, β)) increases with γ what implies

∂KN/∂γ < 0. Indeed, E depends on γ only through the undamaged part of production Ψ. From

Assumption 1-3 and for γ < γ̄ the term E goes down with Ψ and for |εG/γ | < 1/2 the undamaged

part of production falls with γ along the steady state.

The competitive stock of capital is efficient if and only if

KN (γ, β) = KN
GR(β) ⇔

(
β(1− αg)
βαb + αg

)
(E(G(γ, β))−1 = 1

Under assumption 1-3 and for γ < γ̄, there exists a unique value of γ, γ̃(β), that guarantees

that the competitive stock of capital is those defined by the Golden Rule. When γ > γ̃(β),

RA > 1 and KN < KN
GR: There is under-accumulation of capital. Reversely when γ < γ̃(β),

RA < 1 and KN > KN
GR: There is over-accumulation of capital. Under assumption 1-3 and for

γ < γ̄ we have the following properties for γ̃(β): γ̃′(β) > 0 and γ̃(0) < 0, meaning that there is

under-accumulation of capital ∀ γ when β = 0. Given the fact that KN is decreasing with γ, an

increase in South vulnerability makes the competitive solution farther to the efficient allocation

in the first case and closer in the second case.
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